Intrauterine nutrition: long-term consequences for vascular health
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Abstract: There is a growing body of evidence that improper intrauterine nutrition may negatively influence vascular health in later life. Maternal malnutrition may result in intrauterine growth retardation and, in turn, metabolic disorders such as insulin resistance, diabetes, hypertension, and dyslipidemia, and also enhanced risk of atherosclerosis and cardiovascular death in the offspring. Energy and/or protein restriction is the most critical determinant for fetal programming. However, it has also been proposed that intrauterine n-3 fatty acid deficiency may be linked to later higher blood pressure levels and reduced insulin sensitivity. Moreover, it has been shown that inadequate supply of micronutrients such as folate, vitamin B12, vitamin A, iron, magnesium, zinc, and calcium may contribute to impaired vascular health in the progeny. In addition, hypertensive disorders of pregnancy that are linked to impaired placental blood flow and suboptimal fetal nutrition may also contribute to intrauterine growth retardation and aggravated cardiovascular risk in the offspring. On the other hand, maternal overnutrition, which often contributes to obesity and/or diabetes, may result in macrosomia and enhanced cardiometabolic risk in the offspring. Progeny of obese and/or diabetic mothers are relatively more prone to develop obesity, insulin resistance, diabetes, and hypertension. It was demonstrated that they may have permanently enhanced appetites. Their atheromatous lesions are usually more pronounced. It seems that, particularly, a maternal high-fat/junk food diet may be detrimental for vascular health in the offspring. Fetal exposure to excessive levels of saturated fatty and/or n-6 fatty acids, sucrose, fructose and salt, as well as a maternal high glycemic index diet, may also contribute to later enhanced cardiometabolic risk.
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Introduction
There is a growing body of evidence that improper intrauterine nutrition may negatively influence vascular health in later life. It concerns both undernutrition and overnutrition. Fetal undernutrition may result from maternal malnutrition or placental dysfunction that is often related to hypertensive disorders of pregnancy or poorly controlled maternal diabetes. The most common reasons for intrauterine overnutrition are maternal excessive nutrient intake and maternal diabetes. Imbalanced intrauterine nutrition seems to influence vascular health in the offspring by both an increase in their cardiometabolic risk factors and direct influence on vascular structure and function.

Maternal malnutrition
Inadequate birth weight is regarded as a surrogate measure of poor fetal nutritional status. It has been shown that maternal malnutrition, defined as prepregnancy...
underweight and/or insufficient body mass gain during gestation, may result in intrauterine growth retardation (IUGR). This was also confirmed in our study. Underweight women gave birth to significantly smaller babies than those whose body mass before pregnancy was normal or excessive. The mean birth weight of the offspring of undernourished mothers was about 300 g lower than that of the progeny of mothers with normal body mass and about 600 g lower than that of babies of overweight mothers. The mean birth weight of newborns of women who did not meet Institute of Medicine recommendations concerning weight gain during pregnancy was about 350 g lower than that of the offspring of mothers with adequate weight gain.

In the last three decades many epidemiological studies have documented the association between fetal growth restriction and the prevalence of cardiovascular risk factors, hypertension, insulin resistance, type 2 diabetes, and cardiovascular deaths. In addition, it was shown that IUGR may be related to such vascular abnormalities as stiffness of abdominal aorta, reduced arterial compliance, narrower retinal arteriolar caliber, and endothelial dysfunction. Martyn et al demonstrated a strong inverse relationship between birth weight and the risk of carotid atherosclerosis in elderly subjects. Also, our investigation confirmed these observations. In 110 young males aged 27–32 years we found that those with a higher value of carotid intima media thickness (CIMT) (>0.6 mm versus [vs] ≤0.6 mm) were born with significantly lower birth weights (median 3,380 g vs 3525 g, P=0.001). This relationship was independent of classic risk factors and the presence of metabolic syndrome, which suggests that the association is more complex. In a recent study, IUGR fetuses demonstrated echocardiographic abnormalities that predicted postnatal hypertension and arterial remodeling already at the age of 6 months.

The relationship between inadequate maternal diet and enhanced cardiovascular risk in the progeny has been documented in many studies. Subjects who were exposed to severe nutritional restriction during their intrauterine period of life at the time of the Dutch or Chinese famine, in comparison with those who did not suffer from substantial nutrient limitations, had a more atherogenic lipid profile, raised prevalence of glucose intolerance, hypertension, preference for a high-fat diet, overweight, and ischemic heart disease. It seems that restrictions of energy and protein supply are the most critical for fetal programming. It was shown in 9-year-old children that relatively low maternal energy intake during pregnancy may increase their risk of atherosclerosis. The mean CIMT value of subjects whose mothers were in the lowest quarter of energy intake in the later stage of pregnancy was significantly higher in comparison with that in children whose mothers were in the highest quarter. In another study, performed in 24-year-old adults, it was shown that maternal protein intake during the first trimester of gestation was negatively correlated with CIMT value in the progeny.

It was demonstrated in many studies that maternal protein restriction may contribute to IUGR in the progeny and to obesity and type 2 diabetes in their adult life. In populations with a high prevalence of undernutrition (eg, in India) low birth weight is very common. Subjects whose intrauterine development was restricted usually have relatively increased visceral fat mass and often develop hyperinsulinemia and type 2 diabetes in adult life. The phenomenon is probably related to insufficient protein energy supply during their fetal life, as it was shown that proper supplementation of malnourished pregnant women with preparations containing high amounts of energy and protein may prevent fetal growth restriction in the progeny.

Epidemiological observations were confirmed by animal studies. It was shown that serious energy restriction in pregnant dams resulted in their offspring having reduced birth weights, enhanced food intake during early development, and also obesity and hypoactivity in later life. On the other hand, an energy- or protein-restricted maternal diet may contribute to decreased insulin secretion, increased insulin resistance, endothelial dysfunction, hypertension, and reduced nephron number in the progeny, and also to their hyperleptinemia and hyperphagia. Mechanistic investigations performed in animal models showed that maternal protein restriction may result in decreased pancreatic β-cell mass, and subsequently in reduction of insulin secretory response to glucose and amino acids in the offspring. It may also alter metabolic activity of the fetal liver, which may contribute to type 2 diabetes development: ie, increase phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase activity, a key enzyme in gluconeogenesis, and decrease glycolytic glucokinase level. These disturbances persist into postnatal life. In a recent study it was demonstrated that enhanced gluconeogenesis in prenatally protein-restricted animals may be the consequence of impaired activity of liver X receptor α, which inhibits critical genes involved in gluconeogenesis, including G6pase, 11β-Hsd1, and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase. Their enhanced expression may result in glucose intolerance in adult life.

Increased diabetes risk in the progeny of protein-restricted dams may also result from their declined skeletal muscle mass and reduced insulin-stimulated muscle glucose uptake.
This effect is probably mediated by the decreased activity of zeta-isoform of protein kinase C in muscle cells. In a recent study it was shown in IUGR pigs that their total number of muscle fibers was lower when compared with normal body weight animals. In addition, expression of 37 proteins was altered. It concerned those involved in proliferation and differentiation of muscle fibers, energy supply, protein metabolism, nutrient transport, intracellular environment, and tissue integrity.

Maternal protein restriction during pregnancy may also influence adipose tissue metabolism. It was shown in animals that intrauterine protein restriction may impair antilipolytic action of insulin in epididymal and intra-abdominal adipocytes, which may be followed by elevation of serum free fatty acid level and, in turn, hypertriglyceridemia.

Protein restriction during fetal development may also result in a permanent increase in the activity of hypothalamic-pituitary–adrenal axis, which may contribute to abdominal fat distribution and, as a consequence, metabolic syndrome in adult life. It was also shown that inadequate intrauterine protein supply may alter kidney development, which may contribute to arterial hypertension. It was postulated that this effect may be mediated by impaired activity of placental 11-β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase 2 enzyme, which is involved in inactivation of glucocorticoids. This, in turn, may result in elevation of the passage of maternal glucocorticoids to the fetus and its enhanced steroid exposure. In addition, a maternal protein-restricted diet may influence food preferences in the progeny, enhancing preference to a high-fat diet, which may promote obesity.

It was suggested that intrauterine inadequate nutrition may also program later hypertension through enhanced sympathoadrenal response and increased activity of the renin–angiotensin system (RAS). In experimental studies, protein deprivation in pregnant dams resulted in raised expression of angiotensin II receptors in the off spring brain regions that are responsible for cardiovascular regulation. Central activation of RAS produces increased renal sympathetic activity and, as a consequence, elevated sodium reabsorption. This, in turn, may contribute to raised blood pressure. Some authors have proposed that the hypertensive effect of maternal protein restriction may be mediated also by reduced vasodilation and by decreased glycine generation.

As well as adequate intake of energy and protein, a proper dietary balance of polyunsaturated fatty acids seems to play a crucial role in normal fetal development. It was proposed that n-3 fatty acid (n-3 FA) deficiency may be associated with IUGR. This effect is probably linked to its influence on placental blood flow. It should be pointed out that relative deficiency of n-3 FA may result from exposure to excessive levels of trans fatty acids (TFAs), as TFAs may suppress n-3 FA metabolism. It was demonstrated that TFAs may increase the risk of IUGR.

The relationship between maternal n-3 FA intake and later cardiovascular health in the progeny is not clear, but it was found that intrauterine docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) deficiency may be linked to later higher blood pressure levels. In addition, it was shown that low cord plasma levels of DHA were associated with reduced insulin sensitivity in fetuses of gestational diabetic mothers.

Also, adequate maternal intake of vitamins and minerals is of importance in cardiometabolic prevention in the offspring. Some micronutrient deficiencies may contribute to IUGR. It concerns, among others, folate, which is crucial for synthesis of nucleic acids and cellular division, and vitamin B12. The role of these vitamins in fetal programming is complex. In human infants, adequate maternal folate supply, paired with deficiency of vitamin B12, was linked to increased adiposity and insulin resistance. The latter was the most pronounced in the offspring of women characterized by the lowest B12 status and the highest folate concentrations. This micronutrient pattern concerned vegans and those who used folic acid supplementation. It is of interest to note that in a recent animal study, maternal vitamin B12 and folate restrictions were related to increased visceral fat content in the offspring. Thus, the link between maternal status of these vitamins and the subsequent metabolic risk in the progeny is not clear.

Inadequate folate intake may also result in enhanced risk of hypertension. This is probably related to reduced glycine generation under condition of low folate status. The fetus is supplied with glycine, which is derived from placental transamination of serine, a process that is influenced by folate. Thus, restricted folate availability may result in reduced glycine production and, subsequently, increased risk of hypertension in the progeny.

Numerous observations suggest also that inadequate maternal intake of other micronutrients such as vitamin A, thiamine, iron, zinc, and magnesium may result in IUGR. However, there are few studies concerning their role in programming of cardiovascular risk. It was shown in animal investigations that intrauterine vitamin A deficiency may be linked to later decreased nephron number and subsequent hypertension and also to glucose intolerance, iron restriction to changes in renal morphology and hypertension.
in the offspring, and magnesium restriction to decreased insulin sensitivity, impaired glucose tolerance, and increased adiposity.

However, there are a few reports concerning the role of zinc deficiency in fetal programming. It was demonstrated in experimental studies that intrauterine exposure to zinc restriction may contribute to elevated arterial blood pressure and kidney lesions in later life. Among the renal disturbances, decreased number and size of nephrons and the related reduced glomerular filtration rate, as well as proteinuria and raised renal apoptosis and fibrosis, were observed. In addition, intrauterine zinc deficiency may contribute to decreased insulin sensitivity and augmented weight gain in later life.

Zinc, similarly to folate, plays an important role in the synthesis of nucleic acids and cellular divisions, and in this mechanism its deficiency may contribute to growth retardation. In addition, it was reported that maternal zinc restriction, as well as that of copper and vitamin E, may result in decreased placental 11β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase-2 activity. As this enzyme defends the fetus against the influence of maternal glucocorticoid exposure, zinc deficiency may result in enhanced fetal steroid exposure and, as a consequence, decreased birth weight and increased systolic blood pressure and insulin concentrations.

It was also shown in a rat model that inadequate maternal calcium intake may play a role in hypertension programming, and also in increased insulin resistance and adiposity in the offspring. In humans, calcium supplementation during pregnancy was linked to reduced blood pressure in the progeny. Maternal vitamin D deficiency may, in turn, contribute to decreased insulin sensitivity.

**Hypertensive disorders of pregnancy**

Hypertensive disorders of pregnancy (HDPs) include pregnancy-induced hypertension and pre-eclampsia. They both may coexist with chronic hypertension. HDPs result in dysfunction of both systemic and placental blood vessels. Vascular abnormalities of the placenta are linked to fetal hypoxia and malnutrition and, in turn, IUGR. Among HDP risk factors there are maternal cardiovascular and metabolic syndrome-like disorders that lead to placental and systemic inflammation and oxidative stress.

Gestational hypertension may enhance cardiovascular risk in the offspring. Mogren et al observed in a cohort of nearly 8,000 Swedes the relationship between maternal HDP and systolic hypertension in nonlow birth weight progeny aged 29–41 years. The odds ratio (OR) was 1.43 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.04–1.97). This observation was confirmed by Vatten et al. In their study of over 4,000 Norwegian girls aged 13–19 years, in daughters of pre-eclamptic mothers, in comparison with daughters of nonpre-eclamptic mothers, the average systolic blood pressure was 3 mmHg higher.

Maternal HDP may also influence the risk of diabetes in the offspring. In a British cohort of subjects born in 1958, maternal pre-eclampsia was independently related to glycosylated hemoglobin ≥6% at age 45 years with an OR of 1.65 (95% CI: 1.02–2.69). This was confirmed in our study of young adults aged 24–29 years. Maternal pre-eclampsia (defined according to the standards of the 1970s that included edema) was significantly associated with the Homeostatic Model Assessment Insulin Resistance Index (HOMA-IR) in men. In the male offspring of pre-eclamptic mothers, in comparison with the male progeny of nonpre-eclamptic mothers, HOMA-IR, adjusted for current body mass index (BMI), was higher (2.6 vs 2.1, P=0.041). In the female offspring it was also elevated (1.8 vs 1.5), although this difference was not statistically significant.

In experimental studies using bilateral uterine artery ligation, which reduces blood flow to the fetus to a similar extent as is observed in humans in the case of uteroplacental insufficiency and results in both fetal hypoxia and subnormal nutrition, it was demonstrated that the resulting IUGR was accompanied by reduced β-cell mass and also postnatal hyperglycemia, hyperinsulinemia, and diabetes. In a human prospective cohort study performed in 6,716 mothers and their children, it was shown that higher third trimester umbilical artery vascular resistance was associated with higher childhood adiposity, abdominal fat distribution, and systolic blood pressure at the age of 6 years. The observed relationships were independent of birth weight.

Among the risk factors of pre-eclampsia are obesity, especially of abdominal type, pregestational diabetes, chronic hypertension, and hypercholesterolemia. It seems also that hypertriglyceridemia may predispose to HDP. It was shown that elevated levels of triglycerides (TG) in early pregnancy may predict pre-eclampsia in the later period of gestation. The risk of early-onset pre-eclampsia (before the 36th week of pregnancy) was five times higher in pregnant women with a serum TG level exceeding 2.4 mmol/L in the 18th week of pregnancy than in those with a serum TG level lower than 1.5 mmol/L. This phenomenon may be explained by vascular changes induced by hypertriglyceridemia, which include chronic inflammation, hypercoagulability, and endothelial dysfunction.
As HDPs are associated with metabolic disorders typical for metabolic syndrome, it seems justifiable to propose that nutritional habits that result in obesity and related disturbances may also lead to gestational hypertension – among them are overconsumption of energy, fats, sucrose, fructose, and TFAs. Also, the roles of a low intake of fiber, folate, vitamin B12, vitamin D, vitamin A, antioxidants, calcium, zinc, and magnesium are often discussed. It seems that in the prevention of pre-eclampsia a model of nutrition similar to a Mediterranean/Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension diet may be effective. A Norwegian cohort study performed in 23,423 females demonstrated that a nutritional pattern characterized by a high intake of vegetables, fruits, plant foods, and vegetable oils was related to a significant decrease in the risk of pre-eclampsia, while dietary patterns rich in meat, sugary drinks, and salty snacks increased this risk.

Maternal overweight and diabetes

Another problem is maternal overnutrition. It may result not only in hypertensive disorders of pregnancy but also in maternal overweight and diabetes in macrosomia in the offspring. A growing body of evidence has demonstrated that a high birth weight significantly increases the risk of diabetes and cardiovascular diseases in adult life. It is related to the later tendency for developing overweight and obesity, glucose intolerance, insulin resistance, and impaired insulin secretion. The relationship between maternal obesity and obesity risk in the progeny is well documented.

The mechanism underlying influence of maternal adiposity and/or diabetes on fetal overgrowth is not clear. It may be related to greater transfer of glucose, amino acids, and free fatty acids to the fetus. Hyperglycemia stimulates fetal production of insulin, playing a role of fetal growth factor. Also, high levels of maternal, placental, and fetal insulin-like growth factor may contribute to macrosomia.

Many authors have observed that a high birth weight predisposes to later overweight and obesity. It was confirmed by the meta-analysis of 66 studies from 26 countries, which included 643,902 persons aged 1–75 years. Birth weight >4,000 g was related to overweight, with an OR of 1.66 (95% CI: 1.55–1.77).

The relationship between overweight and cardiometabolic risk is well known, and it seems reasonable that maternal adiposity resulting in macrosomia in the offspring, which, in turn, is related to the later overweight, may contribute to the increased susceptibility to vascular disease in their adult life. This concept was supported by a prospective cohort study performed in 1,400 young adults born in Jerusalem. It was shown that both maternal prepregnancy BMI and gestational weight gain were independently related to their cardiometabolic risk. Greater maternal prepregnancy adiposity was associated with higher offspring BMI, waist circumference, systolic and diastolic blood pressures, insulin, and TG levels, and with lower high-density lipoprotein cholesterol concentrations. Higher maternal gestational weight gain was related to the increased BMI and waist circumference in the progeny.

It was postulated that the increased risk of adiposity in the offspring of overweight and diabetic mothers may result from their permanent changes in appetite control. Increased fetal insulin levels are probably associated with dysplasia of the ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus, which is followed by persistent hypothalamic resistance to the peripheral signals of insulin and leptin. It was demonstrated that activity of neurons responsible for secretion of orexigenic peptides such as galanin and neuropeptide Y was increased. This may, in turn, contribute to hyperphagia, overweight, and abnormal carbohydrate metabolism. Also, fetal hyperleptinemia may be involved in the central malprogramming of energy homeostasis. High fetal levels of leptin probably originate both from its oversecretion by the obese mother and from its overproduction by the placenta under conditions of insulin treatment of maternal diabetes.

In addition to increased susceptibility to overweight, maternal diabetes may be related to early vascular pathology in the offspring. It was shown that macrosomic newborns of diabetic mothers had increased aortic IMT. It was proposed that this phenomenon may be related to fetal dyslipidemia, elevated levels of insulin-like growth factor 1, and enhanced chronic inflammation.

Another problem is the transgenerational transmission of diabetes risk. As has been described, maternal diabetes often results in macrosomia in the progeny. However, in some cases of gestational diabetes, fetal insulin resistance may develop. This may attenuate a trophic effect of insulin and result in IUGR. Both micro- and macrosomia may contribute to enhanced diabetes risk in the offspring. In the case of female progeny, gestational diabetes may occur in the second generation and, in turn, increase diabetes risk in the offspring of subsequent generations. Hence, diabetes risk may be transmitted from mothers to daughters independently of genetic heritage.

As has been described, maternal excessive nutrition may increase cardiometabolic risk in the offspring. Human studies have demonstrated that maternal obesity may result
in fetal hyperinsulinemia and affect insulin sensitivity in the offspring. Also, a positive relationship between gestational weight gain and obesity and systolic blood pressure in the progeny was demonstrated. In animal studies, progeny of obese dams exhibited impaired endothelial function, altered vascular fatty acid content, increased aortic stiffness, and hypertension. Smooth muscle cell number was reduced, and cardiovascular response to stress was increased. It was postulated that maternal obesity may contribute to alterations in the adipose tissue in the offspring. The proposed changes concern proliferation and differentiation of adipocytes, expression of inflammatory cytokines, and lipid metabolism.

There are a few reports on the effect of a maternal junk food diet (rich in fat, sugar, and salt) on cardiometabolic risk in the progeny. In experimental studies performed in rats, this sort of nutrition during pregnancy and lactation increased the risk of excessive adiposity, blood glucose, insulin, TG, and/or cholesterol levels in the offspring. It was proposed that intrauterine exposure to junk food may predispose to the later preference for these kind of products, to obesity, and also to lipid accumulation in skeletal muscles, which is probably an early manifestation of metabolic disturbances. In addition, a maternal junk food diet may affect physical endurance in the offspring. In animal models, intrauterine exposure to this model of nutrition resulted in muscular lesions in later life. The alterations included increased intramuscular lipid content and semitendinosus muscle atrophy, changed expression of genes that are crucial for muscle growth and metabolism, and subsequent reduced muscle force.

It should be emphasized that there is a growing body of evidence that excessive maternal fat intake plays an important role in fetal programming. It was demonstrated in animal models that intrauterine exposure to a maternal high-fat diet may enhance the later risk of obesity, hyperinsulinemia, hyperglycemia, hypercholesterolemia, hypertriglyceridemia, insulin resistance, metabolic syndrome, hypertension, and endothelial dysfunction and may also result in increased activity of orexigenic peptides, galanin, enkephalin, and dynorphin in the paraventricular nucleus and also orexin, and melanin-concentrating hormone in the perifornical lateral hypothalamus. The deleterious effects of a high-fat diet may be partially explained by increased oxidative stress.

A maternal high-fat diet may also contribute to an increased risk of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease in the offspring. It was shown in mice that a high-fat diet before and during pregnancy may be related to elevated hepatic TG level in progeny, probably due to the changed activity of mitochondrial electron transport chain complex, as well as a raised expression of genes that take part in lipogenesis, oxidative stress, and inflammation. In a nonhuman primate model it was demonstrated that a maternal high-fat diet, independent of maternal obesity, may result in impaired uterine blood flow and increased placental inflammation. It was observed that TG content and oxidative stress in the fetal liver were raised, and expression of gluconeogenic enzymes and transcription factors was increased.

It was also suggested that maternal high intake of n-6 fatty acids may contribute to obesity, hepatic insulin resistance, and increased hepatic lipid content in the offspring. An excess of linoleic acid (LA) may result in increased production of arachidonic acid (AA), which is shown to be adipogenic. It seems probable that a maternal dietary imbalance between n-6 and n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids may play a role in fetal programming of adiposity. Eicosanoids produced from AA take part in differentiation of adipocytes through the influence on peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ. It was shown in rats that they also decrease insulin-stimulated adipocyte leptin secretion. On the other hand, eicosapentaenoic acid and DHA increased leptin production in adult male rats. It was also reported that a high LA/low alpha-linolenic acid diet over four generations was linked to a progressive increase in adiposity. In addition, a high eicosapentaenoic acid and DHA/low LA diet fed in rats was shown to increase hypothalamic messenger ribonucleic levels of the anorexigenic cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript (CART) peptide.

In an animal model it was shown that a high intake of saturated fat before and during pregnancy may induce maternal insulin resistance and placental vascular damage. These alterations were probably related to oxidative stress. In a recent prospective cohort study it was demonstrated that cord plasma levels of saturated fatty acids (stearic and arachidic) were negatively associated with fetal insulin sensitivity. There was no difference in this respect between diabetic and nondiabetic pregnancies. This may suggest the role of saturated fatty acids in the development of fetal insulin resistance.

Another problem is the amount and sort of consumed carbohydrates. It was shown in humans that maternal high glycemic index of the diet during pregnancy was related to HOMA-IR, insulin, and leptin levels in the progeny at the age of 20 years. In an animal model, excessive maternal intake of sucrose resulted in higher adiposity, increased hepatic TG content, and elevated serum low-density lipoprotein cholesterol levels in the offspring. Intrauterine exposure to a fructose diet may, in turn, result in increased fasting insulin and elevated
leptin and glucose levels in later life.\textsuperscript{95} It may also contribute to obesity, probably because of impairment of endocrine signaling interplay between adipocytes and central nuclei.\textsuperscript{95}

Also, fetal exposure to excessive salt intake may play a role in cardiovascular risk programming. It was demonstrated in an animal model that maternal high salt intake during pregnancy affected expression of the renal elements of the RAS system, including angiotensinogen, angiotensin-converting enzyme, and also angiotensin II receptor type 1, and angiotensin II receptor type 2. The authors suggest that these changes may contribute to both renal and cardiovascular diseases in adult life.\textsuperscript{104}

Maternal overnutrition, especially that concerning saturated fatty acids, trans fatty acids, and cholesterol, and also a low intake of unsaturated fatty acids and fiber, may result in maternal hypercholesterolemia. It was proposed that this maternal condition may program susceptibility to atherosclerosis in the offspring, independently of classic risk factors.\textsuperscript{105,106} It seems that oxidative stress induced by maternal hypercholesterolemia may mediate this effect. It was shown in animals that atherosclerosis in the progeny of hypercholesterolemic mothers may be prevented by both hypolipemic treatment and supplementation with antioxidants during pregnancy.\textsuperscript{107}

It is also of interest that intrauterine exposure to a high-fat and low-carbohydrate diet, the model of nutrition that became popular in the last decades, may be deleterious for health in later life. It was reported in humans that this sort of maternal diet may result in offspring of reduced birth weight and increased risk of hypertension, increased fasting plasma cortisol levels, and also amplified hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal responses.\textsuperscript{108}

**Conclusion**

Summarizing, intrauterine exposure to imbalanced nutrition, both to inadequate and excessive intake of energy and macro- and micronutrients, may contribute to exacerbated cardiovascular risk. A maternal healthy balanced diet during pregnancy seems to play a positive role in fetal programming of vascular health.
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